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How to Make Arabic Coffee 
By Mr. Jamal Al-Otaibi, Saudi Arabia 
jalotaibi@gmail.com 

Arabic Coffee is a general name that refers the way coffee is prepared in many Arabic Countries 
throughout the Middle East. Arabic Coffee has a Special pot called (Dallah) as well as particular coffee 
cup (Finjal )that are small but without handle. 

 Dallah  with Arabic Coffee Cup (Finjal) 

You can buy  an Arabic Coffee from any Super Market . it comes as medium sacking bag in 10 Kg and 20 
Kg. as a following picture 
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After you get a coffee you have to burn it to be brown color take care if you increase the burning you 
will infringe ARBIC standards. 

 

You can use regular clean pan or coffee Roaster  at your kitchen but take care for the burning color it 
must be brown. 

 

 

Now grind it, the people are not same for the grinding mood some people like it very fine and some like 
it has little granulated.  
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Preparing Steps  
1- Fill a little more than half of the pot with (1 Le er) of water . 
2- Turn stove on to on medium heat. 
3- Boil water. 
4- Lower heat. 
5- Add FOUR tablespoons of Arabic grind coffee to water inside coffee pot. Keep temperature low 

and let the coffee brew on low temperature A er 5 minutes on low heat the coffee will start to 
boil inside pot and starts foaming and slowly rise to top. 

6- Let the coffee boil with water for 6 minutes  to extract the coffee. 
7- Turn stove off and let the pot settle for a minute. 
8- to the Coffee Pot (Dallah) add one small tablespoons of grinded fresh cardamom (constituent) 

and half small tablespoons of cloves powder(optional). 
9- Grab the coffee from the boiling pot by handle, lift and pour coffee over coffee pot (Dallah). 

Depending on the size of the coffee pot you can average how many coffee cups the pot will 
make (one letter is enough for medium size Dallah). You can use any other pot but has to be 
head-closed pot. 

10- Place the coffee cups (Finjal) on a serving plate, pour coffee and enjoy. 
11- You can add very little amount of saffron for tasting (optional). We recommend this choice. 
12- Usually Arabic Coffee Placed with Arabic dates (specially Saudi dates) 

 


